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WHY MOBILE APPS NEED JAILBREAK AND ROOT 
PREVENTION
Appdome’s annual state of mobile app security research 
found that more than 70% of mobile apps lack Jailbreak 
and Root prevention. 

Jailbreaking and Rooting are forms of mobile operating 
system privilege escalation for iOS and Android 
respectively - or in simpler terms ‘unlocking’ the mobile 
operating system to gain the highest level of 
administrative privilege. 

Jailbreaking and Rooting are quite common practices in 
mobile and it’s done for a wide variety of reasons, both 
benign as well as malicious. Developers might jailbreak 
their iPhone to test new features or to install apps or 
‘tweaks’ from alternative app store like Cydia. Mobile 
users might root their Android to play a modified version 
(or ‘MOD’) of a mobile game. Pen testers use jailbreak to 
stress test a mobile app’s security defenses. But in mobile 
just about every tool developers use are also used by 
hackers, albeit for very different motivations. 

HACKERS LOVE TO JAILBREAK/ROOT MOBILE PHONES
Hackers are very fond of jailbreaking and rooting because 
it offers them the fastest and easiest path to fully 
compromising a target app, system, network or human. 
This is because jailbreaking and rooting allow system-wide 
administrative access and control over a device and 
everything running on it. This unrestricted access lets 
them access, tamper with or modify the OS, file system, 
and any app running on the device. It puts the hacker in a 
prime position to attack your app from a position of full 
control, and if your app is not sufficiently protected, then it 
doesn’t stand a chance. And this is exactly why jailbreaking 
is one of top tools in every blackhat hacker’s toolkit and it’s 
one of the first steps they take when they set out to 
compromise your app. 

JAILBREAK AND ROOT 
PREVENTION
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JAILBREAK AND ROOT ARE THE FIRST STEPS IN 
A BROADER ATTACK
Empowered by this elevated privilege, hackers can 
install malware, trojans or keyloggers. They can 
plant scripts that grab data stored in shared areas 
of the file system, they can even compromise 
non-shared areas, like the app sandbox, where they 
can access any unencrypted data stored in the app. 

Attackers can also use this elevated privilege to 
disable security protections in your app – such as 
anti-tampering or digital rights management. 
Bottom line, if there’s evidence that the OS has 
been compromised by rooting/jailbreaking, you can 
no longer trust the information or signals coming 
from that device or app. And this because the 
hacker can modify those signals as well as disable 
any manually coded security protections.  

NO-CODE JAILBREAK AND ROOT PREVENTION
Using Appdome, you can build jailbreak or root 
protection into any iOS or Android app in about 30 
seconds - without any development or source code 
changes.  And that will make your app self- 
defending out in the wild. If it detects that it is 
running in an environment that has been 
compromised, the app protects itself by shutting 
down. If you prefer a different response action, 
developers can use Appdome’s In-App event 
handler to trigger other actions based on the app’s 
event structure.  For example, instead of shutting 
down, the app can send an alert to the security 
team or IT, open a support ticket, or even disable 
critical services and turn itself into a honeypot to 
observe the behavior of the attacker. Appdome 
gives developers choices when it comes to best 
protecting their apps.

Protect Android and iOS apps from running in an 
OS compromised environment



JAILBREAK AND ROOT PREVENTION FEATURES
Appdome uses multiple detection techniques in different areas of the app and at different times, resulting in a high 
degree of accuracy and making it nearly impossible for hackers to conceal their actions. Detection capabilities 
include access violation detection, integrity checks and cryptographic hashing and checksum validation at runtime 
and other life cycle events.  Appdome also detects all the latest and most advanced techniques hackers use to 
evade detection, such as root-hiding apps that modify themselves at runtime.

Jailbreak and Root Prevention are available on the  Appdome platform under the Mobile OS Integrity category 
within the Appdome Mobile Security Suite. 
Jailbreak Prevention for iOS Apps

If the Appdome-protected app detects that the OS is jailbroken or compromised, the app will send out a security event (as detailed in In-App 
Event Handler), if the app is not configured to handle the event, the app will exit (shut down) to protect itself, after notifying the user.

Root Prevention for Android Apps

If the Appdome-protected app detects that the OS is rooted or compromised, the app will send out a security event (as detailed in In-App Event 
Handler).  If the app is not configured to handle the event, the app will exit (shut down) to protect itself, after notifying the user.

Detect Self-Modifying Root Detection

Actively attempts to detect root hiding apps that modify themselves at runtime.

SELinux Enforcement*

Prevent user from running your application on devices with no SELinux enforcement.

Detect Unknown Sources*

Prevent user from running your app when "allow unknown sources" native Android OS setting is enabled on the device.

Detect Developer Options*

Prevent user from running your application when "Developer options" native Android OS setting is enabled on the device.

Detect Hardware Emulators*

Prevent user from running your application on an emulator.

Detect Banned Devices*

Prevent users from running your app on specific manufacturers.

Require Security Services*

Prevents user from running your app if the “required security services” you designated are not installed and activated. 

DEV-Events

When a security event is detected by Appdome, please choose whether the event should be handled by your app (turn ON) or handled by 
Appdome’s security engine (turn OFF)

ABOUT APPDOME
Appdome changes the way people build mobile apps. Appdome’s industry defining no-code mobile development and security platform uses a patented, 
artificial-intelligence coding technology to power a self-serve, user-friendly service that anyone can use to build new security, authentication, access, enterprise 
mobility, mobile threat, analytics and more into any Android and iOS app instantly. There are over 25,000 unique combinations of mobile features, kits, vendors, 
standards, SDKs and APIs available on Appdome. Over 150+ leading financial, healthcare, government, and m-commerce providers use Appdome to consistently 
deliver richer and safer mobile experiences to millions of mobile end users, eliminating complex development and accelerating mobile app lifecycles.

For more information, visit www.appdome.com 

*Yehuda et al. Method and a system for merging several binary executables. U.S. Patent 9,934,017 B2 filed November 15, 2015, and issued April 3, 2018.
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Learn more about Appdome Jailbreak and Root Prevention at www.appdome.com.
Open a free Appdome account at fusion.appdome.com and start securing your apps!
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*Android Apps Only


